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Abstract
In Turkey, school uniforms are specified and uniform regulations are prepared for students according to decision of a commission subordinate to the Ministry of National Education. Personal preference is not a matter of discussion. Even having to put on prespecified uniform emphasizes the obligation that the child has to obey the rules determined regardless of his preferences. In history, uniforms worn in schools have been affected, changed and transformed according to political changes in the country and in the world, economic developments and educational policies implemented. Based on the idea that knowing about the past helps understand the present, evaluation of change in school uniforms may give us important information about cultural and historical process.

In this research, the reasons of change in primary school uniforms will be discussed through documentation of what uniforms represent in history other than simple clothings. The aim is to reveal the relationship between the political changes, the structural changes in primary schools and the changes in school uniforms worn by students. How school uniforms are imprinted on people’s mind, and its effect on their individualization and socialization are other emphasizing points of this study.
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